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Abstract: Access control (AC) systems are crucial for safeguarding sensitive data and resources, yet the increasing complexity of
dynamic environments has underscored the need for more accurate and efficient solutions. Therefore, there is a growing need to enhance
the accuracy, efficiency, and decision-making capabilities of AC systems. Machine learning (ML) techniques offer promising solutions
to address these challenges and automate access control processes. This paper conducts a systematic review of ML techniques in AC
systems, involving a comprehensive analysis covering the identification and classification of ML models and their specific applications.
Through a meticulous examination of 62 relevant studies published between 2000 and 2023, the review reveals a predominant focus
on innovative solutions and adaptations to enhance access control decision-making. Comparative studies play a significant role in
assessing different ML approaches, with a focus on identifying the most effective methods for addressing access control challenges.
Notably, Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) and Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) emerge as the predominant models, while
Support Vector Machine (SVM) tops the list as the most commonly employed ML technique, followed by Random Forest (RF) and
Decision Tree (DT). The review evaluates the performance and effectiveness of ML models in AC systems, highlighting their strengths
and limitations. Additionally, it addresses significant challenges in the field and identifies potential directions for future research. This
systematic review provides valuable insights into the current state of ML-based access control systems, fostering further advancements
in this vital domain.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Machine Learning (ML) has emerged as a powerful
and successful approach for tackling complex problems
across diverse domains [1]. Unlike manually designed pro-
cesses, ML has the ability to automatically capture intricate
properties and extract relevant information. It excels in
handling large datasets, identifying patterns, and making
accurate predictions or decisions based on learned patterns.
By leveraging computational algorithms, ML surpasses the
capabilities of human-designed systems and reveals hidden
insights within data. ML has revolutionized fields such as
image recognition [2], [3], natural language processing [4],
recommendation systems [5], [6], and medical diagnosis
[7], among others. Similar to other domains. ML techniques
have revolutionized access control research, leading to the
development of innovative solutions that outperform tradi-
tional approaches in terms of robustness and effectiveness
[8], [9], [10]. ML has found application in various areas
within access control, such as attribute extraction, policy
mining [11], [12], and automating decision-making [13],
[14]. These advancements have enabled access control

systems to tackle complex challenges and improve their
overall performance.

To support researchers and practitioners in selecting
suitable ML algorithms for access control and identifying
areas for improvement in the development of ML-based
access control systems, it is crucial to have an exhaustive
overview of the application of ML in this domain. However,
the current lack of such comprehensive information makes it
challenging to gain in-depth insights and plan accordingly.
Moreover, the limited research efforts in determining the
most appropriate ML method for specific access control
problems further complicate the selection of the best model
for novel problems. In light of these challenges, the decision
was made to conduct a systematic review to thoroughly
investigate the current state of ML-based access control.

This paper presents a systematic review and analysis
of ML approaches in the field of access control systems.
By considering specific requirements and characteristics of
access control systems, researchers can identify the ML
models that align with their objectives and achieve optimal
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TABLE I. Research questions

ID Research questions Motivation
RQ1 How has the frequency of using ML tech-

niques in AC systems changed over time?
Identify the publication trend of ML application in AC systems studies
over time.

RQ2 What are the main publication sources? Supply researchers with a list of relevant studies on the application of
ML in AC system .

RQ3 What research types were applied? Identify the different research types used in the studies on the
application of ML in AC system.

RQ4 What empirical approaches were applied? Identify the empirical approaches that have been used to validate the
application of ML in AC system.

RQ5 What access control models were used Identify and classify the models used in the selected studies to express
security policies

RQ6 What ML technique were implemented? Identify and classify the common ML techniques widely used in access
control-related research

RQ7 What datasets were used? Identify the datasets employed including their types.
RQ8 What performance metrics were used? identify the most used measurement metrics to evaluate the accuracy

of the selected studies

results. Furthermore, the identification of relevant databases
and evaluation metrics helps researchers in designing robust
experiments and accurately assessing the performance of
ML-based access control systems. Overall, this study offers
practical guidance to researchers, facilitating the advance-
ment of ML applications in the field of access control.
This study contributes to a deeper understanding of the
intersection between machine learning and access control,
highlighting the benefits, limitations, and potential research
opportunities.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows,
Section 2 provides the methodology employed to conduct
the study, including research questions, selection criteria
and process of data extraction. In section 3, the findings and
results of the analysis, categorization, and evaluation of the
ML-based access control systems are presented. Section 4
presents an overall discussion and open challenges. Finally,
in section 5 conclusions and directions for future work are
presented.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this paper, we used the recommended guidelines
proposed by Petersen et al. [15] to carry out a systematic
mapping study. The purpose is to provide a broad overview
of a research area, determine the presence of research
evidence on a specific topic, and assess the quantity of
available evidence. The results of a mapping study can
identify suitable areas for conducting systematic literature
reviews and also areas where primary studies are more
appropriate.

The methodology employed in this study encompassed
the following steps: a) formulation of research questions to
address the review’s issues, b) identification of search terms,
selection of sources for the search process, c) application of
inclusion and exclusion criteria to select the set of primary

studies, d) mapping of publications by extracting relevant
data from each selected study, and e) synthesis of data by
grouping overall results to facilitate analysis and provide
answers to the research questions. A detailed description
of each of these steps is presented in the following sub-
sections, providing an in-depth explanation of the method-
ology employed in this study.

A. Research Questions

The main objective of this paper is to present a compre-
hensive summary, analysis, and evaluation of the application
of machine learning (ML) in access control (AC) systems.
To accomplish this goal, the paper addresses eight specific
research questions (RQs) as outlined in Table I. These RQs
serve as a framework for organizing the research area based
on the properties and categories specified and defined in the
next sections. By formulating the RQs in a structured man-
ner, the paper aims to systematically explore the research
area and offer valuable insights into the application of ML
in access control systems.

B. Search Strategy

In order to identify pertinent studies concerning the
implementation of machine learning in the domain of access
control and to address our research inquiries, we conducted
a systematic search comprising three distinct steps. Initially,
we meticulously formulated a search string and identified
pertinent search terms that encompassed the fundamental
concepts of machine learning and access control. Subse-
quently, we employed these search terms to target specific
electronic databases, with the aim of retrieving potential
studies for further examination. Finally, we executed a
comprehensive search procedure designed to guarantee the
inclusion of all applicable studies. Elaborate explanations
of these steps are provided below, delineating our approach
to acquiring a comprehensive set of studies for our analysis.
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1) Search Terms

The search terms utilized in this study were carefully
selected based on the research questions and included key-
words and their synonyms. The main search terms employed
were: ”access control,” ”Management,” ”Machine learning,”
”empirical,” and ”technique”. Table II presents these main
search terms along with their corresponding synonyms and
alternatives. It is important to note that this systematic study
did not consider any synonyms for ”machine learning”
The search terms were combined using boolean operators,
with ”OR” used to connect synonymous terms and retrieve
records containing any of the terms, and ”AND” used to
connect the main terms and retrieve records containing all of
them [16]. The complete set of search terms was formulated
as follows:

(”access control” OR ”security policy”) AND (manage-
ment* OR administration* OR regulation* OR operation*
OR enforcement*) AND ”machine learning” AND (empir-
ical* OR evaluation* OR validation* OR experiment* OR
”case study” OR survey) AND (method* OR technique*
OR model* OR tool* OR approach* OR algorithm*).

TABLE II. Search terms

Main terms Alternative terms
Access Control Security Policy
Management Administration, regulation, opera-

tion, enforcement
Machine Learn-
ing

–

Empirical Evaluation, validation, experiment,
case study, survey

Technique Method, technique, model, tool,
approach, algorithm

2) Literature Resources

To address our research questions, we conducted an
automated search utilizing specified search terms in various
digital libraries, including IEEE Digital Library, Science Di-
rect, Springer Link, ACM Digital Library, Google Scholar,
Scopus, and DBLP. The selected databases were chosen
due to their comprehensive coverage, relevance to the
research field, and established reputation for hosting high-
quality academic publications, ensuring a well-rounded and
credible dataset for the study. The search was restricted
to articles published between 2000 and the first quarter of
2023. In each digital library, the searches were performed
separately, targeting the title, abstract, and keywords of the
articles. This approach optimizes the retrieval of highly
relevant literature while minimizing the inclusion of less
pertinent or tangential works. It is important to note that the
selection of search terms was tailored to the search engine
capabilities of each electronic database. For instance, in
some cases, a straightforward query combining terms such
as ”access control” and ”machine learning” was employed.

3) Search Process

In order to ensure the integrity and reliability of the
review, a meticulous and rigorous selection process was
conducted on the candidate papers identified during the ini-
tial search phase. Each paper underwent careful evaluation
based on a predefined set of inclusion and exclusion cri-
teria, which served as objective guidelines for determining
its eligibility for inclusion or rejection. The criteria were
carefully designed to select only relevant papers that align
with the research objectives, thus upholding the quality and
validity of the review.

C. Study Selection

To ensure the reliability of the review, a rigorous se-
lection process was conducted on the candidate papers
identified during the initial search phase. Each paper was
evaluated based on a set of predefined inclusion and ex-
clusion criteria, which served as guidelines for deciding
whether to retain or reject a paper.

• Inclusion Criteria (IC): The paper should be an orig-
inal study that focuses on the utilization of machine
learning techniques to address various access control
problems. The publication should provide adequate
explanation of the research findings and results. The
publication year should fall within the range of 2000
to 2023.

• Exclusion criteria (EC): Papers presenting only con-
ceptual ideas, magazine publications, interviews, and
discussion papers were excluded. Secondary research,
review papers, and other non-relevant publications
were excluded. Papers not written in English were
excluded. In the case of multiple publications cover-
ing the same study, only the most comprehensive and
recent publication was included in the review.

A paper was retained if it met all of the inclusion criteria
and none of the exclusion criteria. Conversely, a paper was
rejected if it met at least one of the exclusion criteria. This
strict filtering process aimed to ensure that only eligible
and relevant papers meeting the research objectives were
included in the review.

While conducting our systematic review, we recog-
nized that there are certain limitations inherent in this
methodology [17], [18], [19]. For instance, our choice of
search terms and databases, while carefully considered, may
have introduced some bias and possibly omitted relevant
studies . To mitigate this, we employed a comprehensive
search strategy and conducted thorough sensitivity analyses.
Additionally, we accounted for potential publication bias by
using established methods to assess it [20]. It is important
to acknowledge these limitations and take steps to address
them in order to ensure the validity and reliability of our
findings [17].
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Figure 1. Search process steps and results

Figure 2. Distribution of selected studies per year

3. MAPPING RESULTS

To carry out the study, we followed the planned process.
This involved retrieving relevant data, selecting studies,
extracting data, and synthesizing information as per the
predefined review protocol. Firstly, the protocol was utilized
to search for studies focusing on the application of machine
learning in access control models. After removing any
duplicates, the selected studies underwent a comprehensive
evaluation by reading their full texts to determine their
eligibility for inclusion in the primary study list.

Figure 1 presents the search steps undertaken and their
corresponding outcomes: (1) Conducting the search across
seven online databases yielded a total of 9311 studies. (2)
After eliminating duplicate studies, the number of candi-
date studies reduced to 313. (3) Applying the predefined
inclusion and exclusion criteria led to the identification of
52 relevant studies. (4) A comprehensive review of the

references and citations resulted in the inclusion of 10
additional studies, resulting in a total of 62 relevant studies.

In this section, the results obtained from the review of
the 62 primary studies are presented and analyzed, offering
insights and answers to the research questions RQ1 − 8.

A. Publication Years (RQ1)

Figure 2 displays the distribution of the selected studies
per year. Before 2006, we did not find any ML-based
access control solutions. Interest in using ML increased
slowly from 2006 to 2017, reached a peak in 2020 (11
studies). The results show that the scientific community
pursues ML-based access control solutions. Therefore, with
the increasing interest in using machine learning benefits in
access control systems, a review that provides an extensive
analysis of previous research becomes even more essential.
The reason only one study is shown for 2023 in Figure
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2 is because, at the time of conducting this review, most
of the published studies for that year were not yet available
online. Therefore, the data presented in the figure represents
a limited snapshot of the studies that were accessible at
the time of the review. It is possible that more studies on
ML-based access control were conducted in 2023 but were
not included in the figure due to their unavailability online
during the review period.

B. Publication Sources (RQ2)

Figure 3 graphically presents the distribution of the
selected studies across various publication sources. Out of
the total of 62 selected studies, 20 (32%) were published in
journals, 26 (42%) were presented at conferences, 14 (23%)
were published in symposiums, and one study (2%) was
published as both a workshop paper and a book chapter. The
distribution of the selected studies over publication sources
is further detailed in Table III. Notably, only three journals
(MTA, IEEE Access, and IEEE TDSC), three conferences
(DBSec, ACSAC, and TrustCom), and two symposiums
(SACMAT and ASIACCS) had more than one selected
study. The remaining 35 publication sources each had only
one study and were grouped under the category of ”Others”.
SACMAT stands out as the publication source with the
highest number of selected studies, totaling 9 studies. This
represents approximately 14.5% of the papers included in
the research study.

Figure 3. Distribution of selected studies by publication source

C. Research Types (RQ3)

Based on the selected studies, we identified two main
types of research conducted as presented in Table IV. The
first type is solution proposal (SP), which involves the
introduction of new techniques or the adaptation of existing
ones. The second type is evaluation research (ER), which
focuses on the assessment and comparison of existing tech-
niques to enhance access control decisions [21]. Figure 4
illustrates the distribution of these research types, indicating
that SP was the most frequently employed, accounting for
54 studies or 88% of the selected studies. ER, on the other
hand, comprised 8 studies or 12% of the total.

Figure 4. Research types of the selected studies

These findings suggest that the primary objective of re-
searchers in this domain was to propose innovative solutions
or modifications to existing techniques (SP). Additionally,
they conducted evaluations and comparisons of different
ML approaches to improve access control decisions (ER).
It is noteworthy that out of the 62 selected studies, 48
(77%) performed comparative studies to identify the most
relevant and accurate ML approaches for addressing various
access control challenges. Among these, 40 studies (84%)
belonged to the SP category, while 8 studies (16%) fell
under the ER category. These results highlight the signif-
icance of both proposing novel techniques and evaluating
their effectiveness in addressing access control issues using
machine learning.

D. Empirical Approaches for Validating ML Application
in the Access Control Systems (RQ4)

Based on the selected studies, we identified two main
types of empirical approaches as presented in Table V. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates the two primary empirical approaches used
to validate the application of machine learning models in the
access control domain: experiments (Ex) and case studies
(CS). It can be observed that the experiment approach
was more commonly employed, with 56 studies (90%)
validating their ML models under controlled conditions. On
the other hand, 6 studies (10%) relied on case studies for
validation. Furthermore, Table VI provides a chronological
perspective, indicating that the usage of both experiment
and case study approaches has demonstrated an increasing
trend over time. This trend suggests a growing interest in
conducting empirical research to validate ML models in
the access control domain, with a specific emphasis on con-
trolled experiments to assess performance and effectiveness.

E. Access Control Models (RQ5)

The selected studies encompassed a variety of access
control models used to express security policies. These
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TABLE III. Publication sources

Publication source Type # of studies Proportion
IEEE Access Journal Journal 3 4.8%
Multimedia Tools and Applications Journal Journal 2 3.2%
IEEE Transactions on Dependable and Secure Computing Journal 2 3.2%
International Symposium on Access Control Models and Technologies
(SACMAT)

Symposium 9 14.5%

International Symposium on Information, Computer and Communica-
tions Security (ASIACCS)

Symposium 2 3.2%

International Conference on Data and Applications Security and Pri-
vacy(DBSec)

Conference 5 8%

Annual Computer Security Applications Conference (ACSAC) Conference 2 3.2%
International Conference on Trust, Security, and Privacy in Computing
and Communications (TrustCom)

Conference 2 3.2%

Others (conference, symposium, journal, workshop, book) 1 each source 56.7 %

TABLE IV. Research types

Research
types

Description [22]

SP Empirical studies in which a ML-based solution to design access control policies is proposed,
either as a new technique or as a significant adaptation of an existing one, or propose a solution
to a defined problem.

ER Empirical studies that evaluate and/or compare existing techniques.

TABLE V. Empirical approaches

Empirical
approaches

Description [22]

Ex An empirical process applied under controlled conditions to evaluate the application of ML
technique in access control systems.

CS An empirical study that investigates the application of ML in access control in a real-life context.

Figure 5. Empirical approaches for validating ML-based Access
Control models

models include ABAC (Attribute-Based Access Control),
ATBAC (Attribute Tree Based Access Control), BBAC
(Behavior Based Access Control), CAAC (Context Aware
Access Control), DTAC (Decision Trees Access Control),
FirewallAC, IDAC (Intent-Driven Access Control), NLAC
(Natural Language Access Control), PAAC (Differential Pri-
vacy Based Access Control), PBAC (Provenance Based Ac-
cess Control), RBAC (Role Based Access Control), ReBAC

TABLE VI. Temporal Distribution of Empirical Approaches for
Validating ML Application in the Access Control Domain

Empirical 2000- 2007- 2014- Total
approach 2006 2013 2023

Experiment (Ex) 1 11 44 56
Case Study (CS) 0 2 4 6

(Relationship Based Access Control), SBAC (Situation
Based Access Control), SVM-BSAC (SVM Based Smart
Access Control), TBAC (Trust Based Access Control),
TVRB-BSP (Time Varying Risk Budget Based Security
Policy), DLBAC (Deep Learning Based Access Control),
and MLBAC (Machine Learning Based Access Control).

Table VII provides insights into the distribution of stud-
ies across these access control models. ABAC emerged as
the most frequently utilized model, with 18 studies (29%),
followed by RBAC with 14 studies (22%). NLAC and
ReBAC were employed in three studies each (5%), while
BBAC, RiskBAC, TBAC, and SBAC were utilized in two
studies each (3%). ATBAC, CAAC, DTAC, FirewallAC,
IDAC, PAAC, PBAC, SVM-BSAC, TVRB-BSP, DLBAC,
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TABLE VII. Distribution of access control models

AC Model Used in # of studies Percentage
ABAC [23], [24], [25], [26], [12], [27], [28], [29], [10], [30], [31],

[32], [33], [34], [13], [35], [36], [37]
18 29 %

ATBAC [38] 1 2 %
BBAC [39], [40] 2 3 %
CAAC [41] 1 2 %
DTAC [42] 1 2 %
FirewallAC [43] 1 2 %
IDAC [44] 1 2 %
NLAC [45], [46], [47] 3 5 %
PAAC [48] 1 2 %
PBAC [49] 1 2 %
RBAC [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [60],

[61], [8], [62]
14 22 %

ReBAC [9], [11] , [25] 3 5 %
RiskBAC [63], S75 2 3 %
SBAC [56], [64] 2 3 %
SVM-BSAC [65] 1 2 %
TBAC [66], [67] 2 3 %
TVRB-BSP [68] 1 2 %
DLBAC [14] 1 2 %
MLBAC [69] 1 2 %
Not Identified [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76] 7 11 %

and MLBAC were each used in one study (2%). Some
studies may have employed multiple access control models,
such as [25], which utilized both ABAC and ReBAC. It is
important to note that the ”Not Identified” group of studies
did not specify the type of access control model employed.
The high percentage of ABAC usage can be attributed to its
generalized and scalable nature, making it a widely adopted
access control model in the domain.

Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of research types
(RQ3), empirical approaches (RQ4), and access control
models (RQ5). Several notable observations can be made
from the figure:

• The most frequently conducted experimental studies
in the selected research employed the ABAC model
for solution proposal. This was followed by the
RBAC model, which was utilized in 11 studies for
solution proposal and three studies for evaluation
research. These findings indicate a strong focus on
exploring the application of ML in access control
through experimental approaches, with particular at-
tention given to the ABAC and RBAC models.

• Furthermore, it can be observed that a majority of ac-
cess control models employed experiment as the em-
pirical approach. In contrast, case study approaches
were less commonly utilized, with only one study
employing it for evaluation research and five studies
for solution proposal (as depicted in Figure 7).

These findings highlight the dominance of experimen-

tal studies in investigating the application of ML in the
access control domain. The ABAC model emerged as a
popular choice for proposing solutions, while RBAC was
also widely used for both solution proposal and evaluation
research. Additionally, the preference for experimental ap-
proaches indicates a focus on controlled settings to assess
the effectiveness and performance of access control models.

F. Machine Learning Techniques (RQ6)

From the 62 selected primary studies, we have iden-
tified a range of machine learning methods utilized in
the research. These methods include AdaBoost (Adaptive
Boosting), AHC (Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering),
AL (Adaptive Learning), ARM (Association Rule Min-
ing), ASSISTANT’86, ATM (Author-Topic Model), BNMF
(Bayesian nonnegative matrix factorization), C4.5, CNN
(Convolutional neural network), CNN-LSTM (CNN Long
Short Term Memory), DBSCAN (density-based spatial clus-
tering of applications with noise), DT (Decision Tree),
EA (evolutionary algorithm), ET (Extra Trees), FIS (Fuzzy
inference system), GA (Genetic Algorithm), GB (Gra-
dient Boosting), GMM (Gaussian mixture model), GNB
(Gaussian Naive Bayes), K-Means, K-modes, KNN (K
Nearest Neighbors), LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis),
LPCA (Logistic Principal Component Analysis), LR (Lo-
gistic Regression), LSIA (Limited Search Induction Algo-
rithm), LSTM (Long Short Term Memory), LSVC (Linear
Support Vector Classification), MLP (Multilayer Percep-
tron), NC (Nearest Centroid), NMF (non-negative matrix
factorization), NN (Neural network), RBMs (Restricted
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Figure 6. Frequency of research types, empirical approaches and access control models

Figure 7. Frequency of access control models per empirical approach

Boltzmann Machines), RF (Random Forest), RNN (Re-
current Neural Network), RR (Ridge Regression), SVD
(Singular Value Decomposition), SVM (Support Vector Ma-
chine),XGB (XGBoost), ResNet (Residual Network), and
DenseNet (Densely Connected Convolutional Network).

Figure 8 presents a comprehensive overview of the
various machine machine learning techniques identified
in the selected studies.This categorization, based on the
functionality of the methods, facilitates the identification of
the predominant approaches utilized in the field of access
control.

Figure 9 and Table VIII provide a comprehensive
overview of the frequency of usage for these machine
learning methods. Among the identified methods, SVM
stands out as the most frequently employed, appearing
in 16 studies (25% of the total). RF was utilized in 14
studies (22%), DT in nine studies (14%), KNN in seven
studies (11%), and CNN, GNB, and LR each appeared in
five studies (8%). Additionally, C4.5 and NN were utilized
in four studies each (7%), while K-Means was used in
three studies (4%). DBSCAN, LDA, FIS, and ResNet were
each employed in two studies (3%), while the remaining
methods were reported only once. It is worth noting that

some studies may have utilized multiple machine learning
methods to address their research objectives. This analysis
offers a comprehensive investigation into the utilization of
machine learning methods within the domain of access
control. The results reveal that SVM, RF, DT have emerged
as the predominant choices in the selected studies. The
prominence of these methods underscores their efficacy
and applicability in addressing access control challenges.
These findings provide valuable contributions to the existing
body of knowledge, offering insights for researchers and
practitioners in the field.

Based on the findings derived from the examination of
comparative studies conducted in response to RQ3, Table IX
provides an inclusive overview of these studies, highlighting
the compared methods and the corresponding comparison
results, with a specific focus on identifying the most ef-
ficient methods. The analysis of Table IX reveals that RF
consistently outperformed other methods in eight studies,
demonstrating its superiority. Likewise, KNN was identified
as the most efficient method in three studies, while the SVM
approach exhibited its effectiveness in two studies. It is
important to note that the remaining methods were reported
as the most effective in only one study each, as denoted
in the table. These results contribute valuable insights into
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Figure 8. Machine Learning Types

Figure 9. Number of studies per machine learning methods

the comparative performance of various machine learning
methods within the scope of the conducted research.

G. Datasets (RQ7)

The selected studies encompassed a diverse array of
datasets, which can be categorized into two principal
groups:

• Real dataset (RD): These datasets originate from ac-
tual organizations, policy documents, or applications.
They may either be publicly accessible or obtained
from private sources that are not publicly available.

• Synthetic dataset (SynD): The creation of these

datasets involves diverse methodologies, including
data augmentation techniques, merging data from
multiple sources, and the synthetic construction of
datasets from scratch.

The utilization of both real and synthetic datasets en-
ables researchers to conduct a comprehensive evaluation
of machine learning algorithms in the access control do-
main. This approach allows for a holistic assessment of
algorithm performance and efficacy. Real datasets provide
insights into system behavior in real-world scenarios, al-
lowing researchers to measure the practical applicability
of the algorithms. On the other hand, synthetic datasets
offer a controlled environment for exploring and examining
specific access control scenarios. By combining both types
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TABLE VIII. Distribution of machine learning methods

ML method Used in # of studies Percentage
SVM [51], [39], [56], [65], [46], [64], [40], [59], [38],

[74], [8], [75], [62], [76], [77],[37]
16 25 %

RF [50], [41], [44], [26], [64], [29], [59], [60], [10],
[33], [34], [13], [37], [69]

14 22 %

DT [9], [42], [25], [71], [72], [49], [66], [33], [77] 9 14 %
KNN [41], [45] , [46], [66], [59], [10], [34] 7 11 %
CNN [23], [57], [28], [59], [76] 5 8 %
GNB [56], [66], [74], [34], [37] 5 8 %
C4.5 [55], [27], [73], [48] 4 6 %
LR [56], [66], [74], [34], [37] 5 8 %
K-Means [39], [12], [58] 3 4 %
NN [11] , [47], [33], [37] 4 6 %
DBSCAN [31], [77] 2 3 %
LDA [54], [74] 2 3 %
FIS [63], [67] 2 3 %
ResNet [14], [69] 2 3 %
AdaBoost, AHC, AL, ARM, AS-
SISTANT’86, ATM, BNMF, CNN-
LSTM, EA, ET, GA, GB, GMM,
K-modes, LPCA, LSIA, LSTM,
LSVC, MLP, NC, NMF, RBMs,
RNN, RR, SVD, XGB, DenseNet,
LSTM-NN

[8], [77], [43], [70], [73], S15, [53], [61], [68],
[33], [52], [33], [77], [35], [53], [73], [26], [24],
[66], [66], [66], [53], [32], [66], [53], [33], [14],
[36] (respectively)

1 each method 45 %

TABLE IX. Summary of ML methods reported to be superior

Ref Compared techniques Techniques reported superior
[41] KNN, GNB, RF KNN, RF
[53] BNMF, LPCA, NMF, SVD LPCA
[56] LR, SVM SVM
[46] KNN, GNB, SVM KNN
[26] LSTM, RF LSTM
[64] GNB, RF, SVM RF
[58] NNMF, Convex NNMF, K-Means, C-Means K-Means
[73] ASSISTANT’86, C4.5, LSIA C4.5
[66] DT, GNB, KNN, LR, LSVC, MLP, NC, RR KNN, RF+KNN
[59] CNN, KNN, RF, SVM, GNB SVM, RF
[74] LDA, LR, SVM LR
[76] CNN, SVM CNN
[34] KNN, LR, RF RF
[37] GNB, LR, NN, RF, SVM RF
[14] ResNet, DenseNet, SVM, RF, MLP ResNet, DenseNet
[69] ResNet, RF RF
[67] FIS, KNN, NC, GNB, DT, LSVC, LR, RC FIS

of datasets, researchers gain a deeper understanding of
algorithm performance under various conditions, leading to
advancements in the field of access control through machine
learning.

The majority of studies (61%) relied on real datasets,
highlighting their prominence in the domain. Synthetic
datasets were employed in 21% of the studies, enabling
researchers to address limitations or augment the available

data. Interestingly, a hybrid approach combining both real
and synthetic datasets was adopted in 14.5% of the studies,
emphasizing the importance of leveraging multiple data
sources. It is worth noting that two studies (i.e. [55] and
[77]) did not specify the datasets used.

Researchers often face challenges when using either
real-world datasets or synthetic datasets alone in the context
of access control studies. Real-world datasets may possess
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TABLE X. Number of studies per dataset source

Dataset Used in Percentage
Domino, Firewall; Healthcare [60], [53] 3 %
Amazon (AZ) [10], [13], [37], [14] 6 %
Collected ACP Documents [23], [45], [24], [30], [31],[47] 9 %
CyberChair [23], [45], [24], [30], [31], [47] 9 %
electronic medical records (EMR) [9], [11] , [25] 4 %
IBM Course Management App [23], [45], [24], [30], [31], [47] 9 %
iTrust [23], [50], [45], [24], [46], [30], [31], [47] 12 %
The workforce management case study [9], [11] , [25] 4 %
Health Care Sample Policy [9], [11] , [25] 4 %
Project Management Sample Policy [9], [11] , [25], [10] 4 %
University Sample Policy [9], [11] , [53], [25], [33] 8 %

limitations, such as data quality issues or incomplete access
control information, that hinder their suitability for com-
prehensive analysis. Similarly, synthetic datasets may not
capture the full range of access control scenarios present
in real-world environments. To address these limitations,
researchers frequently adopt a hybrid approach, combining
both real-world and synthetic datasets. This approach allows
for a more comprehensive exploration of access control
systems, facilitating a deeper understanding of their per-
formance and effectiveness. Furthermore, researchers may
modify sample policies to align them with the specific
access control model under investigation, ensuring the rel-
evance and applicability of the datasets used in the study.

For in-depth analysis and to further identify the relevant
datasets used in empirical studies, Table X presents the
number and percentage of studies per dataset source. The
datasets listed in the table are those that have been used in
more than one study. The most frequently used dataset is
iTrust [78], accounting for 12% of the studies. This is fol-
lowed by IBM Course Management App [79], CyberChair
[80], and Collected ACP Documents [81], each representing
9% of the studies. The University Sample Policy dataset
[82] is used in 8% of the studies. It should be noted that
some studies may have used more than one dataset. For
example, [9] utilized several datasets to support its proposed
approach.

H. Performance Metrics (RQ8)

In the selected primary studies, a range of performance
and evaluation metrics were employed, which can be cate-
gorized into three main groups based on their application.
The distribution of these metrics per category is presented
in Table XI.

• Access control system metrics: These metrics assess
the overall security properties, quality, and support of
access control models [83], [84]. Examples include
anonymization time (AnonyT), average permission
risk prediction (APRP), authorization time (AuthT),
completeness, coverage, error in role permission

(ERP), error in user role (EUR), generality, inferred
AC rules rate (InACRR), incompleteness, number
of requests denied/permitted (NRD/P), percentage
of controlled requests (PCR), risk-adjusted utility
(RAUti), syntactic similarity, policy semantic sim-
ilarity (SS/PSS), scalability, stability, and weighted
structural complexity (WSC).

• Machine learning metrics: These metrics are specif-
ically designed to evaluate machine learning models
[85]. They include accuracy, area under the ROC
curve (AUC), F-score, false negative rate (FNR),
false positive rate (FPR), mean absolute error (MAE),
median error rate (MER), precision, recall, root mean
square error (RMSE), receiver operating character-
istic (ROC), role prediction accuracy (RPA), and
weighted average of precision (WAP).

• Miscellaneous metrics: This category encompasses
various metrics that do not fit into either the access
control system or machine learning metrics. Examples
of such metrics are complexity, fitness, and process-
ing time (PT).

Despite the smaller number of machine learning (ML)
metrics compared to access control system (ACS) metrics,
the overall number of reported metrics in the ML category
across all studies is remarkably high, as depicted in Figure
10. This observation can be attributed to several factors,
which are further explained below.

Figure 11 and Table XII provide a breakdown of the
frequently used ML metrics in the selected studies. The
analysis reveals that recall was the most commonly em-
ployed metric, appearing in 28 studies (45%). Accuracy was
the second most prevalent metric, reported in 27 studies
(43.5%). F-score and precision were each utilized in 21
studies (34%), while FPR appeared in 10 studies (16%).
Other metrics such as WSC, PT, SS/PSS, complexity, FNR,
and RMSE were used in varying frequencies, ranging from
three to five studies. Metrics like AUC, ROC, and FNR were
employed in two studies each, and the remaining metrics
were reported only once. It is important to note that multiple
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TABLE XI. Distribution of evaluation metrics per category

Metrics category metrics # of metrics Percentage
ACS metrics AnonyT, APRP, AuthT, completeness, coverage, ERP, EUR,

generality, InACRR, incompleteness, NRD/P, PCR, RAUti,
SS/PSS, scalability, stability, WSC

17 51.6 %

ML metrics Accuracy, AUC, F-score, FNR, FPR, MAE, MER, precision,
recall, RMSE, ROC, RPA, WAP

13 39.4 %

Miscellaneous metrics complexity, fitness, PT 3 9 %

TABLE XII. Number of studies per dataset performance metrics

Performance metrics Used in # of studies Percentage
Recall [23], [41], [44], [53], [45], [24], [42], [70], [39],

[56], [46], [26], [71], [64], [40], [28], [43], [66],
[10], [30], [31], [47], [62], [33], [76], [13], [37],
[67]

28 45 %

Accuracy [52], [53], [70], [39], [65], [12], [71], [72], [64],
[40], [57], [28], [43], [66], [59], [10], [61], [38],
[48], [8], [62], [33], [34], [13], [77],[37], [69]

27 43 %

F-score [23],[44], [45], [24], [42], [46], [64], [40], [28],
[66], [10], [30], [31], [47], [33], [76], [13], [35],
[37], [14], [67]

21 34 %

Precision [23], [45], [24], [42], [46], [71], [64], [40], [28],
[43], [66], [10], [30], [31], [47], [33], [76], [34],
[37], [14], [67]

21 34 %

FPR [41], [53], [70], [39], [12], [71], [64], [74], [62],
[14]

10 16 %

WSC [9], [11], [25], [35], [32] 5 8 %
PT [52], [58], [66] 3 5 %
SS/PSS [9], [11] , [25] 3 5 %
Complexity [27], [49], [77] 3 5 %
FNR [53], [74], [14] 3 5 %
RMSE [72], [34], [67] 3 5 %
ROC [26], [29] 2 3 %
MAE [66], [67] 2 3 %
AUC [26], [71] 2 3 %
AnonyT, APRP, AuthT, complete-
ness, coverage, ERP, EUR, fitness,
generality, InACRR, incomplete-
ness, MER, NRD/P, PCR, RAUti,
RPA, scalability, stability, WAP

[48], [60], [55], [49], [54], [58], [58], [61], [54],
[50], [73], [68], [55], [10], [75], [51], [63], [54],
[44] (respectively)

1 each metric 30 %

evaluation metrics were often used within a single study,
supporting the results depicted in Figure 10.

The prominence of recall, accuracy, F-score, and pre-
cision as the most commonly employed metrics can be
attributed to their widespread recognition and relevance
within the machine learning field. These metrics hold well-
defined interpretations and serve as reliable indicators for
evaluating the performance of machine learning models.
Researchers frequently rely on these metrics to assess the
effectiveness of their models across different tasks, includ-
ing classification and prediction.

It is important to mention that various performance
metrics within the three groups (access control system,

machine learning, and miscellaneous) interact and influence
each other as a whole. This comprehensive perspective helps
in understanding the broader implications of performance
optimization. Certainly, it is undeniable that alterations or
enhancements in one metric can have a ripple effect on oth-
ers, contingent upon the specific objectives for the study. For
example, when considering user-permission assignments or
authorized requests [53], [74], [14], it is essential to note
that emphasizing a decrease in the False Positive Rate (FPR)
could lead to a reduction in legitimate transactions being
mistakenly identified as fraudulent. However, this approach
may inadvertently elevate the False Negative Rate (FNR)
and lead to quicker processing times due to the use of a
simpler model. Conversely, if the aim shifts towards maxi-
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Figure 10. Frequency of evaluation metrics per category

mizing FNR to capture almost all fraudulent transactions, it
might elevate FPR and processing times due to the adoption
of a more cautious model. Achieving a balance between
minimizing FPR and FNR requires meticulous fine-tuning,
influencing both metrics while considering processing time.
Ultimately, the study objectives steer the optimization pro-
cess, shaping the interplay of performance metrics in at-
taining the desired outcomes. In a nutshell, considering how
metrics interact with each other is instrumental in achieving
established objectives for optimizing access control systems
enhanced by machine learning.

4. Discussion

The analysis of the selected studies investigating the
utilization of machine learning in the access control domain
reveals several key findings. Researchers predominantly
concentrated on presenting inventive solutions or adapta-
tions to existing techniques in order to enhance access con-
trol decision-making. Comparative studies were performed
to assess and compare various machine learning approaches,
with a considerable portion of the studies focusing on
determining the most pertinent and precise methods for
tackling access control challenges. Among several access
control models, ABAC emerged as the most commonly
employed, followed by RBAC. These models offer adapt-
able and scalable frameworks for the management of access
control.

Regarding machine learning methods, Support Vector
Machine (SVM) emerged as the predominant choice among
the selected studies, followed by Random Forest (RF) and
Decision Tree (DT). Additionally, other methods such as K-
Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN), Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB), and Logistic Re-
gression (LR) were also observed. SVM’s prevalence in
the access control domain can be attributed to its ability
to perform binary classification makes it well-suited for
determining access authorization. Moreover, SVM’s capa-
bility to handle non-linear decision boundaries enables it to
capture intricate relationships in access control scenarios.

The well-established nature and familiarity of SVM among
researchers make it a natural choice for addressing access
control challenges. However, the choice of the machine
learning algorithm should depend on specific requirements,
the nature of the access control problem, and the avail-
able data. Alternative algorithms such as Decision Trees,
Random Forests, or Neural Networks may also be suitable
depending on the context and objectives of the access
control system.

Research studies have provided compelling evidence
showcasing numerous advantages of employing machine
learning models to enhance the accuracy of access control
decision-making. To provide valuable insights, we combine
RQ5 (Access Control Models) and RQ6 (ML Techniques)
and provide a consolidated summary of how ML techniques
are applied to various access control models. From the
studies we have reviewed, it is apparent that researchers
have been applying machine learning methods in an ad
hoc manner, addressing specific cases individually, without
the presence of a standardized strategy for the utilization
of machine learning within the access control domain.
Nonetheless, it is worth noting that numerous researchers
have employed machine learning algorithms for the purpose
of mining access control policies. In addition, there has
been the development of a probabilistic model to tackle the
role mining problem, and this model is primarily driven by
machine learning techniques [32], [14], [9], [11], [53]. The
integration of user behavior into access control systems,
particularly ABAC model, has been explored in various
studies [34], [39]. These studies employ machine learning
to analyze user behavior, enabling the dynamic adaptation
of access control policies based on observed actions [54],
[32], [35]. By analyzing historical access logs, geolocation
data, and time of access, ML-driven access control conducts
a comprehensive assessment, allowing for finely-grained
decisions like granting or denying access based on dynamic
risk assessments [63], [60], [75].

In order to illustrate these concepts, consider the fol-
lowing example: traditional access control systems, based
on predefined roles and static permissions, are superseded
by dynamic, adaptive models [86], [87]. Machine learning
continually scrutinizes user behavior, discerning nuanced
patterns in access, resource utilization, and data retrieval.
For instance, an employee’s typical activities are character-
ized and learned over time, enabling the system to identify
deviations or unusual behavior that might signify a security
threat. Access permissions are no longer static; they evolve
in real-time, adapting to the changing roles, responsibil-
ities, and requirements of individual users. This adaptive
approach enhances security by proactively identifying and
mitigating potential threats, all while ensuring operational
efficiency through streamlined access management. The
integration of machine learning into access control in this
corporate network setting represents a leap forward in
cybersecurity and user access management.
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Figure 11. Number of studies per evaluation metrics

In the context of our review, where Role-Based Ac-
cess Control (RBAC) is a commonly employed model,
the integration of machine learning brings transformative
changes to access control in several domains [61], [50],
[51]. Traditional RBAC structures are replaced as ML
algorithms continuously analyze user behavior and access
patterns. For example, healthcare professionals like doctors,
nurses, and administrative staff are no longer confined
to static roles but are dynamically assigned permissions
based on their real-time behavior and evolving contextual
factors. ML plays a pivotal role in detecting anomalies,
responding to unusual access patterns, and conducting dy-
namic risk assessments, including recognizing non-standard
access hours for additional authentication. Additionally, the
system operates proactively, identifying potential security
threats and autonomously restricting access while notifying
security personnel when abnormal activities are detected.
This adaptive and data-driven approach not only bolsters
security but also streamlines operational efficiency by reduc-
ing the administrative burden of manual policy adjustments,
ensuring that access control remains agile and responsive.

The advantages of integrating machine learning into
access control models can be summarized as follows:

• Adaptability: Machine learning enables access con-
trol systems to adapt in real-time to evolving user
behavior and emerging security threats.

• Enhanced Security: ML-driven systems can detect
and respond to anomalies, reducing the risk of unau-
thorized access and potential security breaches.

• Dynamic Policies: Machine learning facilitates the
creation of adaptive security policies, automatically
adjusting permissions based on user behavior and

contextual factors.

• Efficiency: Automation and proactive threat detection
reduce the administrative burden of manual policy
adjustments, enhancing operational efficiency.

• Data-Driven Decisions: ML models make access de-
cisions based on data-driven insights, ensuring a more
informed approach to access control.

• Risk Assessment: Access control systems can per-
form dynamic risk assessments, considering multiple
factors for access requests, improving decision accu-
racy.

• Scalability: ML-based solutions can scale to handle
large and complex access control environments effec-
tively.

In essence, machine learning algorithms possess the
capability to analyze massive volumes of data and uncover
hidden patterns and correlations that may not be easily
discernible to humans. By leveraging historical access data
and user behavior, machine learning models can acquire
valuable insights, enabling them to make informed and
intelligent access control decisions. As a result, machine
learning significantly enhances the accuracy of determining
whether access should be granted or denied [11], [12], [54].
The complexity of access control systems, characterized by
dynamic environments and a multitude of factors including
user attributes, resource attributes, and contextual infor-
mation, can be effectively managed by machine learning
techniques. Classification, regression, and clustering are
examples of machine learning methods that are capable
of handling this complexity and capturing intricate rela-
tionships between various access control attributes. These
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techniques provide the means to analyze and model the
complex interdependencies within access control systems,
enabling more accurate and effective decision-making [68],
[43].

Despite the positive impact of machine learning on ac-
cess control, there are still several challenges and promising
areas for future research in this field. These challenges and
research directions encompass:

• Effective administration is vital for managing access
authorization changes, policy configurations, and ac-
cess control-related attributes (creation, adjustment
and updates) [88], [89]. Administering access control
systems is necessary to accommodate changes and
ensure their continued operation. However, when it
comes to ML-based access control systems, adminis-
tration poses unique challenges. It involves updating
the corresponding ML model to incorporate policy
and configuration changes, as well as adjusting access
control-related information like user attributes and
resource attributes to meet evolving system require-
ments. Unfortunately, there is currently a lack of
comprehensive methodologies and frameworks that
address administration issues from both ML and
access control perspectives [90].

• High-quality datasets are essential for effective re-
search and development in the domain of machine
learning-based access control. Nevertheless, the cur-
rent availability of publicly accessible access control
datasets is constrained, and the existing ones often
exhibit imbalanced class distributions and lack com-
prehensive access control information. To overcome
these challenges, researchers rely on synthetic dataset
[12], [61]. In some cases, a hybrid approach that
combines real-world datasets with synthetic ones is
adopted to address the limitations of the available data
[9], [25]. However, many of the existing datasets from
real-world organizations suffer from high anonymiza-
tion or incompleteness in terms of access control
information. To advance in ML-based access control,
it is imperative to acquire high-quality datasets that
accurately represent the semantic and granularity as-
pects of permissions, while also capturing the com-
plete access control state of a system.

• The integration of machine learning in access control
presents new challenges, including adversarial attacks
[91], [92]. Adversarial attacks aim to manipulate
input data in a manner that deceives the machine
learning model, resulting in incorrect or undesirable
outcomes. In the context of access control, these
attacks exploit vulnerabilities in the decision-making
process of the machine learning model to gain unau-
thorized access. Additionally, attribute-hiding attacks
can further undermine the access control system
by concealing or removing crucial information that

should be considered during the decision-making
process. Consequently, it is imperative to thoroughly
investigate and comprehend these attacks from an
access control perspective in order to enhance the
design of machine learning models.

Addressing these open challenges and pursuing these
future research directions will contribute to the advancement
and practical implementation of ML-based access control
systems, enhancing their effectiveness, security, and usabil-
ity in various domains and applications.

5. Conclusion and Future Guidelines

This paper emphasizes the importance of machine learn-
ing (ML) in the field of access control systems. ML has
proven to be a powerful approach for addressing com-
plex decision-making processes and considering multiple
attributes. By leveraging ML techniques, access control
systems can efficiently analyze large datasets, detect pat-
terns, and make intelligent decisions based on learned
patterns. The study investigates current ML research trends
in access control systems and provides a novel taxonomy
for categorizing and evaluating ML-based access control
models. This taxonomy enables researchers to select the
most suitable ML model for their access control systems,
choose appropriate databases, and consider relevant evalu-
ation metrics. The findings of this research contribute to a
deeper understanding of the intersection between machine
learning and access control, highlighting the benefits and
limitations of ML-based approaches. Moreover, it offers
valuable insights for researchers to make informed decisions
and advance the application of ML in the field of access
control.

Directions for future work in the application of ML in
access control systems should focus on several key aspects.
First, there is a need to develop more comprehensive
and diverse datasets that accurately represent real-world
access control scenarios. Additionally, the advancement
of ML techniques specifically tailored for access control,
along with improved interpretability and explainability of
ML models, is crucial. The establishment of standardized
evaluation metrics and performance benchmarks for ML-
based access control systems is necessary to facilitate
fair comparisons and objective assessments. Furthermore,
research should address the robustness and security of ML
models against adversarial attacks and vulnerabilities. The
integration of domain knowledge into ML models, the
practical deployment considerations, and the development
of guidelines for implementation in real-world scenarios
are also important areas for future investigation. By ad-
dressing these directions, researchers can contribute to the
advancement and effectiveness of ML-based access control
systems, ensuring the security and integrity of sensitive data
and resources.
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